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ABSTRACT

Forensic DNA evidence can convict perpetrators who would otherwise have escaped, hence the reason for its growth in case evidence over the years. Short Tandem Repeat (STR) profiling, continues to be the mainstay for forensic DNA testing due to its robustness and high power of discrimination. The ‘core STRs’ in forensics, are highly polymorphic, and unique to an individual, therefore proven as important investigative leads in cases of identification of perpetrators in sexual assault, thereby ensuring justice. The common STRs used to date are autosomal STRs, Y-STRs, mini STRs and recently, Deletion Insertion Polymorphism-STRs. This article reviews current literature and discusses the advantages and limitations of each STR marker and their targets in different challenging samples. It aims to provide intuition on minimising ambiguous profiles for case evidence in sexual assault and thereby, reduce the chances of wrongful conviction by DNA evidence.
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INTRODUCTION

The method of “DNA fingerprinting” discovered by Sir Alec Jeffreys in 1980s is used globally by forensic scientists, for exonerating innocent and convicting guilty individuals. DNA evidence for sexual assault has led to numerous successful convictions, but has also led to a few wrongful convictions\(^1,2\).

During the first decade of DNA forensic testing, STR profiling was evolving fast due to the small amounts of DNA required for testing, its robustness and high discrimination power\(^3,4\). Thus in 2011, it was reported that 77% of sexual assault cases were resolved successfully by STR profiling\(^3\).

STRs are made up of 2-7 base pair repeating units, found mostly in the non-coding region of DNA and spans extensively across the human genome. STR profiling in forensics involves isolation of DNA from biological samples collected, most commonly by either swabs off skin, body fluids or ‘touch DNA’ found at a crime scene. The STRs are then amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and analysed by polyacrylamide capillary or slab gel electrophoresis and the results are matched with the suspects samples, or from profiles gathered from a national DNA database\(^4,5\).

Since autosomal STRs were the initial STR markers developed, they occupy the largest established national DNA databases to date, which far exceed Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP’s) and any other STR marker\(^4,6\). Novel STR methods such as Y chromosome STR profiling, mini STR profiling and during the recent years, Deletion Insertion Polymorphism (DIP)-STRs analysis’ have been implemented into case evidence. Each of these markers target different challenging samples, to generate profiles for case evidence in sexual assault, which will be discussed in this review\(^7,8\).

Analysis of the types of STR profiling used in case evidence in literature

Autosomal Chromosome STR Profiling

Autosomal STR typing was used in the 1990s, and in 2002, an interesting rape case used autosomal STR analysis to generate profiles without evidence samples from the crime scene itself. The case involved a rape of a girl who conceived after rape. The crime was investigated four months later, and sperm typing was unable to confirm the perpetrator. Therefore, DNA was extracted from blood of the victim, 4 suspects and skin tissue of the foetus. Analysis of 6 STR loci were done, and the allele types for one locus are shown here (Table 1)\(^9\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Victim (mother)</th>
<th>Foetus</th>
<th>Suspect 1</th>
<th>Suspect 2</th>
<th>Suspect 3</th>
<th>Suspect 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSF1PO</td>
<td>10 (m)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF1PO</td>
<td>11 (p)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking the first locus (CSF1PO) as an example; the foetus has alleles 10 and 11, with 10 arising from the mother since she is homozygous for allele 10. The suspect 2 can be excluded since the individual is also homozygous for allele 10 and cannot be the donor of allele 11 of the foetus. Different genotype at one locus at least, is the rule for exclusion in any STR profiling work as highlighted in this particular case. The individual specific nature of STRs prove to give this technique high discriminatory power over other techniques\(^6\).
In contrast to only making exclusions, inclusions of suspects in a criminal case involve autosomal STR profiling at multiple loci, regardless of the number of suspects. Blood samples from a suspect were obtained, along with the semen stain recovered from the victim’s dress. The use of 9 autosomal STR loci confirmed the perpetrator was the suspect.

**Y Chromosome STR Profiling**

Y-STR profiling specifically resolves male components in a mixture to generate a DNA profile allowing a match or exclusion of an individual in a crime investigation. When evidence contains both male and female DNA, autosomal STR typing has male DNA detection sensitivity at a male to female ratio of 1:50, whereas Y-STR typing can detect male DNA at a ratio of 1:2000. However, a rare case of wrongful conviction by Y-STR profiling took place after an innocent individual was convicted for 2 years due to a coincidental match of a 17-loci Y-STR profile in an alleged case of sexual assault. Re-evaluation was carried out after the conviction, using 23 loci, where 2 loci did not match the suspect, and the guilty verdict for the alleged suspect was reversed.

This shows that a match profile alone, cannot determine guilt or innocence. Since Y-STR is not sufficiently discriminatory, it is best advised to perform both autosomal and Y-STR profiling and increase the number of loci to increase the validity of the test. Use of combination of the two, provided highly informative profiles for 21% of the cases.

Another major drawback of routine Y-STR profiling kits, is the inability to differentiate paternally related males. To overcome this, Ballantyne and colleagues proposed the use of 13 Rapidly Mutating (RM) Y-STRs where the mutation rate is $1 \times 10^{-2}$ and in comparison to Y-STR mutation rate $1 \times 10^{-3}$. Studies into RM Y-STRs in 2012, by Ballantyne and colleagues confirmed a 4.4-fold increase of average male differentiation in comparison to Y-STRs. This notion was further supported by Adnan and colleagues in 2016, when a 7-fold increase of differentiation of paternal relatives in comparison to Y-STRs, highlighting the importance of their use.

Other successful Y-STR profiling studies and the age of evidence samples used are given in (Fig. 1). Typically, most cases fall between 3-9 days out of the time frame of one year. But samples that exceed 3-9 days, are less procured by Y-STR profiling. Hence the need for mini STR profiling arises.

![Figure 1: The age of the sample used, and the respective number of cases for each age category](image_url)
Mini STR profiling

Mini STR profiling involves primers which target the DNA sequence closer to the repeat region unlike conventional STR primers; thus, generating shorter amplicons\(^\text{7,21}\). Since only about 31% of the sexual assault offenses are reported at the time of the incident, mini STRs’ as shown in (Fig. 2), are known to be effective in processing aged samples with low template/degraded DNA\(^\text{22,23}\).

![Figure 2: D13S317 Locus: Conventional STR primer (green) generate amplicons of 200-250bp, Mini STR primer (blue) generate amplicons of 100-150bp, closer to the repeat region.\(^\text{24}\)](image)

DNA evidence in court has been doubtful since it depends on the age and volume of sample to generate successful profiles, and it is understood that vaginal pool evidence reduces after one day\(^\text{22,23}\). Avoiding the DNA extraction steps and increasing PCR cycles is essential when DNA is degraded/present in trace amounts\(^\text{25,26}\). However, direct STR profiling or increasing the number of PCR cycles would generate more PCR non-specific amplifications, since other cell contaminants are also amplified. Moreover, using mitochondrial DNA profiling is not time and cost effective, thus the growth of mini STR profiling in case evidence\(^\text{21}\).

A case of sexual assault was re-analysed twelve years after the incident occurred, and a sample of 2ng/μl was collected from a stained slide. Analysis by conventional autosomal STR profiling revealed only the victim’s profile. But, when mini STR profiling was proceeded, two profiles were generated, one from the victim and the other from the prime suspect in the case, highlighting the mini STRs’ higher efficacy in generating profiles for all the contributors\(^\text{24}\).

In addition to the type of sample used, the age of the samples and their degradation index ratios (DI) are also a key determinant of generating successful profiles. Seminal stains from the study by Bini and colleagues in 2015, were samples three decades after the crime, with different degradation ratios. Mini STR profiling yielded full profiles for most of the samples, in comparison to autosomal, Y-STR and RM Y-STR profiling\(^\text{27}\).

A study by Hara and colleagues in 2015, used seminal stains of different ages (33,50 and 60 years) and different degradation ratios. For the DI ratio of 0.0044, autosomal and Y-STR profiling had extremely low...
success rates in comparison to the impeccable sensitivity of mini STR’s which gave a minor decrease (8/9) in successful profiles, which outlines that the age of the sample alone, doesn’t govern the successful profiles generated, rather, the DI ratio does and the volume of the sample available also contribute. Thus, in low DI ratios, mini STR proves advantageous over autosomal and Y-STR profiling.

**Deletion Insertion Polymorphism STR Profiling**

Genetic identification of DNA using autosomal or Y-STR profiling is a major problem when the DNA of interest is a minor component in the mixture. (Table 2) 

Hence, the reason for the implementation of DIP-STRs into casework recently. They are deletion/insertion polymorphisms linked to a microsatellite to selectively identify minor DNA fraction even at a very low minor DNA to major DNA ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STR profiling technique</th>
<th>Minor DNA: Major DNA ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini STR</td>
<td>1:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal STR</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autosomal STR with fluorescent</td>
<td>1:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell sorting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-STR</td>
<td>1:2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP-STR</td>
<td>1:16000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2017, Oldoni, Castella and Hall demonstrated the first use of DIP-STRs in sexual assault evidence, when both, Y-STR and autosomal STR couldn’t identify minor DNA in mixtures. In one of their cases described, the sample was taken from the defendant’s tracksuit crotch area, to test if the complainant’s DNA was present. Y-STR profiling would not have been able to distinguish female DNA, and autosomal STR profiling only gave a profile for the male. Hence three DIP-STRs were used and identified the female DNA which was the minor DNA in the mixture, illustrating that DIP-STRs can be used in challenging sample mixtures to analyse minor DNA components.

In another case described by the same authors, a vaginal swab was collected three days after the assault and analysed with ten DIP-STRs, where the major DNA component was in 16,000-fold excess. The full Y-STR profile was generated for the defendant, and seven DIP-STRs provided informative leads and correlated with the Y-STR profile. However, the three other DIP-STRs generated non-specific PCR amplifications, leaving its sensitivity comparable to Y-STR profiling. Suggestive that, further validation is desired for DIP-STR profiling for extremely low DNA components in mixtures.

**CONCLUSION**

In consideration with the cases discussed, the analysis of a higher number of Y-STR loci should be implemented, since this will yield additional discriminatory power and statistical grounding to confirm if it is a coincidental mismatch or not. Since Y-STR profiling is not individual specific, autosomal or DIP-STRs should be used in parallel, if one method fails.

Table 2: The ability of STR profiling techniques identify minor DNA in mixtures. 
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**CONCLUSION**

In consideration with the cases discussed, the analysis of a higher number of Y-STR loci should be implemented, since this will yield additional discriminatory power and statistical grounding to confirm if it is a coincidental mismatch or not. Since Y-STR profiling is not individual specific, autosomal or DIP-STRs should be used in parallel, if one method fails.
Retrieval of samples shortly after the crime, cannot always be expected. Therefore, the development of a ‘mini RM Y-STR’ marker can be suggested to be used in combination with autosomal STRs or DIP-STRs to target degraded DNA and specifically resolve male components in mixtures. This would help counteract the disadvantages of each STR marker, and have great promise in minimising the chances of wrongful conviction in the future.
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